THE historic edge at the head of this page is begun with the second thread which is wound on a shuttle.

THE NOVEL BED SHOE

The novel bed shoe is worked in Saxony wool in two colors. With one color cast on sixty stitches, knit across five plain rows, then join with other colored wool to begin new rows; repeat until there are twenty rows of one color and nineteen of other. The right side should have darker color raised. Now knit two rows plain of the light, which is used entirely for the toe. Begin narrow by knitting 2 st tog at every fifth stitch. Do this for five rows, then narrow every fourth stitch, for five rows; next every third stitch for three rows, next every second stitch for the rows, and every other one for the remaining rows until there are but ten stitches. Join in center knitted of five 5 d. 4 d. draw up; with 5 d. 4 d. draw up; with 4 d. 3 d. draw up; with 3 d. 2 d. draw up; with 2 d. 1 d. draw up; with 1 d. go up.

SOME PRETTY IDEAS IN FANCY-WORK

By Mrs. Haywood and Mrs. Lucas

TWO threads are used. With one thread make 5 d. 4 d. draw up; with 4 d. 3 d. draw up; with 3 d. 2 d. draw up; with 2 d. 1 d. draw up; with 1 d. go up. Two rows of black with one color cross and bind off. Then join in both sides and join the piece through the center. Run a ribbon thread of the shell work and tie above the ankle.

GOLD STOCKING TOP

THE pattern for the gold stocking top, shown in illustration, is intended for coarse wool and jewels. The turn-over edge measures about six inches, and is worked in black and dark wool on three needles. With dark wool cast on twenty-four stitches on the first needle, twenty on the second, twenty on the third. With the dark wool work twelve rows in ribbing by knitting 2 and purling 5; then with the light wool in like manner for four rows, with dark four rows, with light four rows, with dark four rows; repeat from 6. This makes sixty rows in all for the turn-over of the gold stocking.

HONEYCOMB PATCH

CUT the six-sided pieces required to make the patch, and baste each one over a piece of paper. Then sew them together as shown in illustration. Remove the paper, and you will have a block of patchwork which may be utilized for a split or a sofa pillow, according to the material used.